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 Why is California Suing to Stop Water Flowing 
 to its Own People? 

 By:  Stephen Frank 
December 5, 2019   

While President Trump is working hard to get water to the people of California, Guv Newsom 
is suing to stop the water from flowing.  Newsom and Brown before him set the priority for 
the water: 
 
“First, since January 1, 2019, eight (8) Delta Smelt and eight (8) Longfin Smelt have been 
found at the federal pumps in the Delta. From January 1, 2018 to December 31, 2018, four 
(4) Delta Smelt and zero (0) Longfin Smelt were found at the federal pumps in the Delta. 
 
Second, since October 1, 2018, California has sent around 30 million  acre-feet of water to 
the Pacific Ocean, enough to go from empty to full in Millerton Lake just under sixty (60) 
times.” 
 
Flushing the water to the ocean and for the lifestyle of a total of 12 Delta smelt and 8 Long-
fin Smelt—20 smelt in total.  Water desperately needed by people is being wasted by govern-
ment—while we are told to conserve water, government wastes it in LARGE amounts. 
 
By:  Lorry Wagner...Even though the above article does not apply to the situation we 
have here all the way down the eastern side of our Sierra Nevada mountain range (from 
Mono County to us here in the IWV in Kern County), the article does reiterate the 
mess government is making of California’s water throughout the State.  Here, we have 
the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power actually destroying the farming and 
ranching that used to  be so successful in addition to the fishing attraction bringing 
tourists to our three county areas for sure.  Further research indicates that LADWP is 
also “diverting” undetected/monitored water from the western side of the Sierras.  In 
addition that research shows LADWP trying to negotiate water deals (I use the word 
coerce, knowing how LADWP seems to work) from other states plus our more south-
ern area where the Cadiz “untouched-to-date” aquifer rests.  Oh, and yes, LADWP is 
trying to tap that Cadiz aquifer, too!   
 
The above information is to keep all apprised of how wide-spread and dangerous to the 
entire United States of America this maneuver is growing to be and “we, the people” 
need to stop it and go back to natural water supply and sanity in our property-owners 
water rights.  I will reiterate my previous statement from the past...people must go to 
water and water must not be removed from on area to another to go to people.  Every 
area must be self-supporting for their water. 
 

       About Stephen Frank: 
He is the publisher and editor of California Political News 

 and Views.   He speaks all over California and appears  
as a guest on several radio shows  each week.   He has also 

 served  as a guest host on radio talk shows.   He is a fulltime 
 political consultant. 

Contact information, 
past  copies of Our 

Newsletters and other  
communications with 
our politicians, etc. 
can be found on our 

webpage (below link) 
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Response from Lorry Wagner 

The “News Review” letter-to-the-editor submission by Mike 
Neel is an excellent description of not only the position in 
which our own IWVGA under SGMA and the CA govern-
ment has put us, but is also a very in-depth look at the actual 
California constitutional requirement that our state must pay 
all the bills for this MANDATORY demand by California 
down through SGMA and dropped onto the shoulders of our 
IWVGA.   
 
Our IWVGA has been informed more than once that the 
cause of any water refill shortage to our IWV aquifer is NOT 
drought.  It is the fact that Los Angeles Department of Water 
and Power has been diverting water...that should be continu-
ing its southerly flow on down to our valley...into their two 
aqueducts and sending it 250 miles and more further south 
down to the Los Angeles area.   This divrting our water into 
those aqueducts is the current problem and the only way to 
permanently correct this man-made mess is to send Los An-
geles to desalination and destroy these aqueducts.   
 
This is not a simple “fix.”  It will take time and it will take 
several areas of transferring certain functions that LA cur-
rently uses to maintain control over Inyo County for the most 
part, but it can be done legally and easily.   It will also then 
continue the final responsibility to each county...that cur-
rently deals directly with LADW)...to make sure there are 
never any well permits issued or zoning imposed, etc., that 
will be detrimental to the water aquifer levels, etc., no only 
in each county but also in any way restrictive to the next suc-
cessive county.  Initially it will take clarification of our citi-
zen’s water laws and certainly must be above the level of 
California.  That’s exactly what our plan has directed and it 
looks like there is already movement to implement the begin-
ning of our plan. 
 
The government of California is way overstepping their con-
stitutional limits and certainly interfering in the lives and 
rights of we, the people on several levels.  In addition to con-
stantly and continually pursuing the right path to correct so-
lution, we also have to take responsibility for pursing our le-
gal voting to fill Sacramento’s government halls with politi-
cians that are not corrupt, paid off with votes or $’s and have 
decent values to never make such demands via any manda-
tory requirements passed down without the funding to go 
with same.  We, the people are the ultimate ones responsible 
for the government we elect. 
 
Again, thank you Mike Neel for making the details of what is 
going on very clear.    

Our Private-Property Well Owners Continuing Battle to Fight for Our Water Rights 
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Please share this Newsletter with your friends and acquaintances.   

Also, you may add your replies and/or additional  

information for inclusion in our next edition...send to:  

 lorrysda@gmail.com  

lorrysda@gmail.com 
Telephone:  760-377-5579 

 
 You can download a copy of this and all others newsletter to printout for 

additional copies which are available on our own webpage at the below link:  
  

http://www.sdarabians.com/CAWaterGovernmentInterference.html 

Below is  contact information for the editor of this newsletter 
and 

 the link to our own website.   
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Class Action Lawsuits  

A Class-Action Lawsuit is still the only way we, the people who are private-property well owners in the Indian 
Wells Valley have at present to stop our IWVGA, SGMA and our California government overreaching from 
slapping fees, restrictions and interfering with our private wells, all of which are illegal.   
 
There are other actual full lawsuits being filed by some of our larger property well owners who are in the busi-
ness of agriculture and we wish them all end-results success.  We extend invitation to these large-area property 
business owners to communicate with us.  We may be in positions to help each others’ endeavors or at the very 
least support each others’ positions. 
 
To repeat that we, the private-property well owners of the Indian Wells Valley have not just stood by and 
watched all this mess evolve.  As repeated several times through out the 2018 and 2019 years,  we have a plan 
that is the final way to get rid of LA taking our water which has been filed in Washington, D.C.  However,  we 
must also now stop CA, SGMA and IWVGA from imposing all this above-described cost caused by IWVGA 
and SGMA and these two entities trying to pass these costs down to be paid by ultimately all the people who 
use water in the IWV.  We have found that proposition that passed which forces CA to include full payment to 
all those counties, cities and/or areas of California when  projects are sent down to same by Sacramento.     

We Continue to Remind Everyone! 
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